Configuring RFD 900X AND RFD 868X radios to work with the TENGRI
The TENGRI is used frequently with the RFD 900x and the RFD 868x to connect the
TENGRI ground unit with the flight controller on the UAV for telemetry and control.
On the Air side, connect the RFD radio to a telemetry port on the flight controller.
On the Ground side, connect the RFD radio to the USB or an USB hub connected to the
TENGRI UvHc on the ground.

Configure the following parameters for using the RFD radios with the TENGRI.
1. RFD Baud & Air Speed
The TENGRI can be used with the following baud rate configurations on the RFD radios.
1,000,000, 921600 , 460800, 115200 and 57600 bauds. We recommend that Baud rate
bet set to 460,800 and the Air Speed be set 200,000 on the RFD radios for best results.
2. Mavlink
Set the Mavlink configuration on the RFD radios to ‘Mavlink’.

3. Flight Controller Serial Port Baud rate parameter
Set the Baud rate of the Serial port (ie Telem1, Telem2, etc) that the RFD radio is
connected to on the UAV to match the baud rate set on the RFD radios or a higher rate.
Note that in Mission Planner a baud rate of 460,800 can be manually entered even though
it does not appear on the drop down menu.
4. SYSID_MYGCS: My ground station number
Set the SYSID_MYGCS parameter to 255 on the flight controller.
5. RC_OVERRIDE_TIME: RC override timeout
Set this parameter to any value other than 0 on the flight controller to enable RC_Override
functionality on the flight controller which is required by the TENGRI.
6. Configuring Relay Networks on RFD radios
To setup relay networks using RFD radios, we recommend that the RFD multi-point
firmware is not used. There are alternative methods for setting up RFD radios for
developing relay networks using the standard RFD firmware along with the Mavlink
routing features available on the Ardupilot or PX4 flight controllers. Please contact
TENGRI technical support for assistance in setting up relay networks.
Contact support@tengriuav.com for any assistance.
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